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ABSTRACT 
 
Preserving and promoting the intangible cultural heritage is one of the essential problems of 

interest. In addition, the cultural heritage of the world has been accumulated and early 

respected during the development of human society. For preservation of traditional dances, this 

paper is one of the significant processed steps in our research sequence to build an intelligent 

storage repository that would help to manage the large-scale heterogeneous digital contents 

efficiently, particularly in dance domain. We concentrated on classifying the fundamental 

movements of Vietnamese Traditional Dances (VTDs), which are the foundations of 

automatically detecting the motions of the dancer's body parts. Moreover, we also propose a 

framework to classify basic movements through coupling a sequential aggregation of the Deep-
CNN architectures (to extract the features) and Support Vector Machine (to classify the 

movements). In this study, we detect and extract automatically the primary movements of VTDs, 

we then store the extracted concepts into an ontology that serves for reasoning, query-

answering, and searching dance videos. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

The cultural heritage, which has been accumulated throughout the development of humanity, is 
early respected. Vietnam possesses an array of intangible cultural heritages that have been 

recognized in the world. Indeed, the intangible cultural heritage (ICH) in Vietnam shows the 

diversity of styles and expressions. Dances are widely displayed in community cultural activities. 

Each nation is proud of its own dances and preserves it from generation to generation. Dancing is 
also a quintessential form of human motion and expression. Most of ICH in the ethnic 

communities has been collected and studied through the Vietnamese traditional dances (VTDs). 

These colourful dance paintings naturally show the cultures of ethnic groups as well as regions 
through key postures. Identifying key moves keeps an important role in spreading traditional 

dances as well as native culture. Fortunately, most of the moving phrases of the distinguishable 

dances originate from the fundamental movements, the detection of the basic movements to 
identify the distinct dances is completely expected. In this paper, we would focus on detecting 

automatically the essential movements and storing the primary concepts into VTD's movement 

ontology-base. With this study, we will give our part to the preservation and development of 

national cultural arts. 

http://airccse.org/cscp.html
http://airccse.org/csit/V10N05.html
https://doi.org/10.5121/csit.2020.100524
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From an academic point of view, there is much research in dance analysis such as developing 
algorithms that may recognize how well a user can imitate certain motion patterns presented by 

an avatar [34, 35]. Several dance topics have recently been studied, including ballet dance [6], 

Tsamiko dance [7, 8], and Salsa dance [9, 15]. 

 
Automatic recognizing performer's movements is a complicated problem for artificial 

intelligence (AI) scientists, which involves in mining and categorizing spatial patterns of human 

postures from videos. Dance movements are well-defined as a temporal variation of human body. 
The problem is to extract and detect the human posture and classify it into a label based on the 

trained CNN features. The goal of this work is to extract the features from multiple CNN-

architectures of different VTDs postures in dance videos. In this paper, we concentrate on 
classifying the fundamental movements of ethnic Vietnamese Thai Community (EVTC) 

composed of “'Standing movements, Leg movements, Hand movements, Sitting movements”. 

One of the main contributions of this paper is to present a general framework using the 

aggregated CNN-architectures to automatically detect the key postures of ethnic Vietnamese 
Thai dances (EVTD). Our classification model focuses on extracting the features and aggregating 

the features to support the classification of the postures. Especially, we used three of the effective 

existing CNNs architectures to extract the significant features and using algorithms of machine 
leaning to classify. Most of our datasets are collected from the raw dance videos on the social 

networks (almost all from YouTube). 

 
In research process, we decomposed our approach into three main stages: the first is 

reconstructing a schema for panorama view of VTDs; the second is region-zone of VTDs, 

considering this aspect as a large branch because most of the VTDs originate from 

distinguishable ethnic groups living in distinct regions; the last is the fundamental postures to 
identify the name of dances. In this article, we mainly concentrate on the third stages involved in 

automatic detection of basic motions. Our primary challenge is to determine the principal 

concepts from EVTD's postures combined with a set of desirable properties to build a useful 
dance search engine. 

 

 This paper is structured as follows section 2 gives an overview and review of recent related 

works. Section 3 provides a description of EVTD's basic postures, we then present the proposed 
model to classify and detect the specific postures automatically in section 4. In section 5, we 

discuss the experimental results. The last section is the conclusion (in section 6). 

 

2. OVERVIEW AND RELATED WORKS 
 

2.1. Vietnamese Traditional Dance Overview 

 
Vietnam is a multi-ethnic country with many different cultures [25] due to the combination of 

fifty-four-ethnic groups living in one territory. The traditional dances had become the spiritual 

foods of Vietnamese people, it explicitly influences the life from urban to rural. Most of the 
VTDs are taught from previous generations using "word of mouth", the present generation would 

instruct fundamental movements to the adjacent one. Additionally, VTD is a steady bridge in 

education of human dignity, morality, and even historical knowledge. Instead of learning the 
historical lessons in regular classes as well as participating in the training courses for life skills, 

dance has become a digital channel to effectively educate personality, knowledge, and even 

ethnicity for generations. 
 

Generally, the VTDs [1] concentrate on ethnicity, aestheticism and bringing many significations. 

The worship of gods as well as ancestors plays an important role in the life of people in Vietnam, 
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therefore several dances are performed in festivals and celebrations with desiring to be blessed. 
In addition, combining particular props and traditional costumes would be the remarkable 

characteristic in VTDs. 

 

The Vietnamese culture brings many multiform traditional cultural properties, which plays an 
important role in Vietnamese community. Most VTDs are built up from the ethnic groups in 

different life environments and regions, they contain a large number of the significant 

characteristics of specific regions. The dance movements of the ethnic groups stem from the life 
activities, each posture in the dance is depicted an action of their life. Therefore, the basic 

postures will be one of the stable platforms as well as the being the essential features for 

identifying different dances. 
 

2.2. Related Work 

 
During the last two decades, people have tried to develop different algorithms for human activity 

analysis [20, 24] for wide applications in the field of surveillance, patient monitoring and more. 

Most of the studies have been reported on classifying human activity from videos. Recently, 
researchers are trying to classify an activity from a single image [22, 23, 27]. In the video based 

activity recognition, people have tried with different human activities like walking, jogging, 

running, boxing, hand waving, hand clapping, pointing, digging and carrying for a single actor 
[4, 24]. 

 

There are also a few works on group activities such as [12, 16]. With the best of our knowledge, 
no one has addressed the dance classification problem so far, at least in computer vision domain. 

Due to the increase in multimedia data access through the internet, multimedia data, particularly 

video data indexing becomes more and more important. Not only in the retrieval but also for 

digitization of cultural heritage, this could be an interesting problem. It can be used to analyse a 
particular dance language. 

 

Some researchers used space time features to classify the human action. Blank et al. represented 
the human action as three-dimensional shapes included by the silhouettes in the space-time 

volume [13]. They used space-time features such as local space-time salience, action 

motivations, shape structure, and orientation to classify the actions. , they recognised human 

action based on space-time locally adaptive regression kernels and the matrix cosine similarity 
measure [2]. Klaser et al. localized the action in each frame by obtaining generic spatio-temporal 

human tracks [11]. They used a sliding window classifier to detect specific human actions. 

 
There are several attempts to recognize the postures from multiple videos sources [2, 24]. 

Aggarwal et al. has categorized the recognition of human activities in two classes as single-

layered approach and hierarchical approach [24]. In single-layered approach, activities are 
recognized directly from videos, while in hierarchical approach, an action is divided into sub-

actions [10]. The action is represented by classifying it into sub-actions. Wang et al. have used 

topic modelling to model the human activity [18]. They proposed a video by Bag-of-Wards 

representation. Later, they have used a model which is popular in object recognition community, 
called Hidden Conditional Random Field (HCRF) [19]. They modelled human action by flexible 

constellation of parts conditioned on image observations and learn the model parameters in max-

margin framework and named it max-margin hidden conditional random field. Md Faridee et al. 
has built a tool to recognize dance activities automatically [32]. They applied the Convolution 

Neural Network based on body sensor network to assess steps of dances. Mallick et al. has 

captured and extracted postures of the Indian classical Dances using the Hidden Markov Model 
and Kinect [33]. 
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3. EVTD POSTURES DESCRIPTIONS 
 

3.1. Ethnic Vietnamese Thai Dances 

 
Thai community in Vietnam is one of the ethnic groups which possesses a large number of the 

traditional dances. There are many significant festivals of Thai ethnic group to be held in villages 

as well as regions during the whole year. In order to understand the explicitly with respect to 

ethnic Vietnamese Thai dance (EVTD), in this paper, we gave more attention on analysing and 
determining the postures’ features which keep a vital role to classify the Thai dances in the 

Vietnamese territory. 

 
In general, the remarkable dances are always performed in most of the festivals or private 

celebration days in community. Specially, when it comes to the Thai ethnic group, certainly, 

“Xoe dances” [5] is one the most important and popular dances in this community. It is not only 

the worth cultural heritage as well as being the Thai community symbol but also one of the 
indispensable intellectual nourishment of Thai people in the festivals and ceremony. There are 

six kinds of “Xoe” dances including “Kham khan moi lau” (representing the culture of 

communicating), “Pha xi” (the unity of communities), “Nhom khan” (representing happiness of 
ethnic group), Don hon (steels and sweet hearts), “Kham khen” (work together as communities), 

“Om lop top mu” (recall with nostalgia when saying goodbye). Several dance evidences in “Xoe 

dances” including Handkerchief Dance, Tinh Tau Dance, Xe-Ma-Hinh Dance, Vi-Khan Dance 
performed in the important festivals, for example as Kin pan then, is a significant festival taken 

place on March 10th (according to lunar calendar) in Vietnam's North Southern region. In each 

EVTD, apart from the inspiration of choreographers and the traditional costumes, the remarkable 

characteristics to determine EVTDs are the foundation postures which are the base of the creative 
combination in each motion in order to create the particular dances of Vietnamese Thai people. 

Correspondingly, the detection of the basic postures is one of the important steps to collect 

automatically the dance dataset for an ontology-based of EVTDs. 
 

3.2. Fundamental Postures of EVTDs 

 
Representing the details of each motion in EVTDs is necessary when considering basic motion 

characteristics. It is divided in five primary characteristics in overview [5]: Orientation, Arm 
Posture, Leg Posture, Sitting Posture, Standing Posture. The orientation of EVTDs is split into 

eight orientations (from orientation 1 to orientation 8). In this article, we focused on the postures 

of the lower-body area including leg postures, sitting postures, standing postures to collect 

training dataset and classification. We particularly describe the remaining postures as follows: 
 

3.2.1. Arm Posture 

 
Most arm postures are concentrated on depicting life activities in Thai community, therefore the 

basic postures are simple and habitual. They are divided in five primary postures: VN-Thai-The-

1-Arm, VN-Thai-The-2-Arm, VN-Thai-The-3-Arm, VN-Thai-The-4-Arm, VN-Thai-The-5-Arm. 

They are grouped into two distinct clusters: open-arm posture and close-arm posture. 
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Figure 1. Arm postures and Leg postures of EVTDs 

 

3.2.2. Leg Posture 

 

There are five significant leg postures to represent for EVTD postures. It includes VN-Thai-The-
1-Leg, VN-Thai-The-2-Leg, VN-Thai-The-3-Leg, VN-Thai-The-4-Leg, VN-Thai-The-5-Leg. 

 

 
 

Figure 2. Sitting postures and standing postures of EVTDs 

 

3.2.3. Sitting and standing Posture 

 

Sitting posture is divided into two types, it consists of VN-Thai-The-1-Sitting, VN-Thai-The-2-

Sitting. There are three standing postures in EVTD: VN-Thai-The-5-Standing, VN-Thai-The-2-
Standing, VN-Thai-The-4-Standing. 
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4. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 
 

4.1. Human Pose Estimation 
 

Human pose estimation (HPE) is one of the most challenging problems in computer vision and 
plays an essential role in human body modelling. Regarding HPE, existing two main approaches 

are bottom-up and top-down estimation. The state-of-the-art solutions model for the two key 

issues in bottom-up approach are joint detection and spatial configuration refinement, together 
using convolutional neural networks (CNN) for training and classifying. A real-time method to 

estimate multi-person pose efficiently is the so-called Openpose [29] (written in C++ using 

OpenCV and Caffe), developed by Carnegie Mellon University. In this paper, we utilize TF-

Openpose (written in python using Tensorflow library instead of Caffe library) for estimating the 
positions of human joints and articulated pose estimation to support for depicting each 

movements in EVTD. Moreover, we ameliorated and improved TF-Openpose through algorithms 

of input image processing and modified several essential arguments of CNNs. 
 

The primary purpose of using HPE for EVTD postures is to determine concretely parts of body 

in raw dance videos aiming at describing most motions. The architecture also predicts detection 

reliable maps and affinity fields that are encrypted part-to-part association simultaneously as 
shown in Figure 3. The network is split into two branches: Branch 1 is responsible for predicting 

reliable maps, and Branch 2 predicts the affinity fields. TF-Openpose takes a 2D colour image as 

an input and produces the 2D location of anatomical key-points for each person. The (x, y) 
coordinates of the final pose data array could be normalized to a range depended on the key-point 

scale. It can be estimated 18 key-points body pose from COCO 2016 dataset. 

 

 
 

Figure 3. The architecture of the two-branches using CNN in Openpose 

 
Each branch is an iterative prediction architecture which refines the predictions over successive 

stages,  Tt ,...,2,1 , with the intermediate supervision at each stage. The frames from raw 

video are analysed by CNNs, generating a set of feature maps F that is the input to the first stage 

of each branch. At the first stage, the network produces a set of detection reliable maps 

)(11 FS   and a set of partial affinity fields )(11 FL  , where 
1  and 

1  are the CNNs for 

inference at Stage 1. In each subsequent stage, the predictions from both branches in the previous 

stage, along with the original frame features F, are concatenated and used to produce refined 

predictions, 
 

,2),,,( 11   tLSFS tttt   

,2),,,( 11   tLSFL tttt   
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where 
t  and 

t  are the CNNs for inference at Stage t. 

 
Realizing the requirements of a high configuration regarding GPU for Openpose handled, we 

proposed to apply TF-Openpose1 instead of orginal Openpose version. It is a human pose 

estimation library developed based upon the foundation of the Openpose library using 

Tensorflow and OpenCV. It also provides several variants that made changes to the network 
structure for real-time processing on the CPU or low-power embedded devices. We concentrated 

on two variations of models to find optimized network architecture: CMU [29] and Mobile-Net 

[28]. (1) With regard to CMU, it is the model based VGG pre-trained network which described in 
the Openpose's original paper using COCO dataset for training, it is converted from Caffe format 

for use in Tensorflow; (2) Based on the Mobile-Net paper [28], with 12 convolutional layers are 

used as feature-extraction layers. 
 

4.2. Deep Convolutional Neural Networks – DCNNs 
 
Convolutional neural networks (CNNs) have been applied to visual tasks since the late 1980s. 

With a few distributed applications, they were dormant until the mid-2000s when developments 

in computing power and the advent of a large amount of labelled data, supplemented by 
improved algorithms, contributed to their advancement and brought them to the forefront of a 

neural network renaissance that has seen rapid progression since 2012. CNNs are feed-forward 

networks in which information flow only takes place in one direction, from their inputs to their 

outputs. 
 

There are three main types of layers used to build Deep CNN architectures: convolutional layer, 

pooling layer, and fully connected layer. Most of the CNN architectures are obtained by stacking 
the number of these layers. 

 

Deep convolutional neural networks, trained on large datasets, achieve convincing results and are 
currently the state-of-the-art approach for this task as illustrated in Figure 4. 

 

 
 

Figure 4. Neural network with many convolutional layers 

 

In addition, the DCNNs are also developing rapidly as a result many DCNNs novel architectures 

are proposed. Each DCNN architecture undertakes a distinguishable role to train the different 
datasets. In this study, we used the existing successful DCNN architectures to extract features, 

our proposed framework is associating the features of the different extracted DCNN 

architectures. It can be seen that the dataset of EVTDs would accelerate considerably in the 
following years as well as the angles of the camera are flexible and multiform. Furthermore, 

                                                
1 https://github.com/ildoonet/tf-pose-estimation 
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combining the features to increase the explicit discrimination between the featured vectors is 
quite expected. We therefore proposed a flexible framework to easily select the new architectures 

for extracting the features. Our contributed framework concentrated on the sequential 

aggregation of the features of many effective DCNN architectures to support detecting the 

postures of EVTDs automatically. 
 

At present, there are a large number of the published CNN architectures. Fortunately, an open 

source neural network library written in Python called Keras2 in which integrated many 
architectures being compatible with all the backends (TensorFlow, Theano, and CNTK). In this 

research, we selected three of the efficient architectures published recently that will be discussed 

in subsection 4.3. 
 

4.3. A general framework 

 
In this subsection, we present a general framework to serve in training, detecting and extracting 

automatically the fundamental postures of EVTDs aiming at storing the primary concepts into a 

lightweight ontology-based in order to support for classification, query-answering, reasoning, 
and searching dance videos. The below model is a sequential process to train the dataset issued 

from the frames of the dance videos. We used Openpose and Tensorflow library (called by TF-

Openpose) to detect body parts, the reason we used these libraries is we need a useful tool to 
detect human skeleton aiming at describing the actions and motions in each frame of EVTD 

videos. However, regarding the leg part, the postures of this part could not be covered using TF-

Openpose, i.e. foots, we therefore addressed on classifying legs-postures by machine learning. In 
detail, we crop the parts of legs and save them into the distinct folders for collecting trained 

dataset. The next steps are the extraction of the features (based upon the deep CNN models 

proposed) and the classification with machine learning algorithms. 

 

 
 

Figure 5. A general framework for automatic detection of EVTD 

 
Additionally, we classified on three sets of the basic postures of EVTDs including sitting 

postures, standing postures, and legs postures. With each kind of the different postures, we create 

an extra folder in which contains the common motion images called non-posture, the particular 
examples consist of non-leg-posture, non-standing-posture, non-sitting-posture. As soon as the 

                                                
2 https://keras.io/models/model/ 
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postures are undetermined precisely, non-posture classification is expected to solve the problems 
in the online detection. 

 

4.4. Extraction of aggregated features 

 
In this subsection, we introduce a classification model aggregating consequently the deep CNN 

architectures to extract the features. As can be seen that each CNN architecture deals with the 
different cases of the particular datasets as well as combining the features to represent a vector is 

expected because it will be boosted strongly the discrimination between the classifications. In 

addition, the datasets of ETVDs mainly focus on the high resolution image frames of dance 
videos, specially, the resolution and size of images will be grown rapidly in the future. For these 

reasons, we selected the method using deep CNNs to extract the significant features and ML 

algorithms to classify. After having sets of the collected images, we used several algorithms to 
advance the quality of images (image pro-processing). In each image frame, we extracted the 

features from three CNN architectures, including Xceptions [30] (2048 features), InceptionV3 

[31] (2048 features), Mobilenet [28] (1024 features). The next step, we aggregated the extracted 

features to have a feature vector with 5120 dimensions. In order to have a best candidate for 
classification, the comparison of ML algorithms is essential as presented in the next section. 

 

 
 

Figure 6. A classification model aggregating the deep CNN architectures 

 

The main idea is to have a classification tool that allows flexible updating of novel architectures 
that will be published in order to improve classification accuracy as soon as the dataset is 

accelerated. In addition, we can also extract the features using CNN architectures in parallel, 

nevertheless, we do not experiment the parallel models in this paper. 
 

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT 
 

We implemented the propositional framework on the computer supporting graphical card 

(NVIDIA GeForce GTX 950M with total memory is 8107 MB) to run TensorFlow on multiple 
GPUs. To evaluate the proposed model, we had experimented on the Flower17 dataset of 

University of Oxford including 17 categories of the common flowers in the UK with 80 images 

for each class. Particularly, the images have large scale, pose and light variations and there are 
also classes with large variations of images within the class and quite similar to other classes. We 
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randomly split the dataset into two different train (2/3) and test (1/3) sets. In addition, we also 
implemented scikit-learn library3 to use several ML algorithms including logic regression, 

Support vector machine (SVM - C=10000, Gama=0.002), Random Forest (200 decision trees), 

Stochastic Gradient Descent classifier (SGD), K-Nearest Neighbours (KNN - K=5), Naïve Bayes 

classifier. The experimental results of the propositional CNN model are in Figure 7 and Table 1 
for Rank-1 accuracy). Additionally, we also test our model with Rank-3 accuracy presented the 

results in Figure 8 and Table 2. 

 
After comparing of the experimental results with Rank-1 and Rank-3 accuracy, the proposed 

model obtained the highest accuracy in the ML algorithms. The noticeable results are Logic 

regression and SVM algorithms achieved above 98% of Rank-1 accuracy and 100% of Rank-3 
accuracy. The result on Flower17 dataset also showed that our model is more accuracy than the 

single architecture models. 

 
Table 1. Accuracy of Flower17 dataset (Rank-1) 

 

Algorithm 

Deep CNN Architectures (Rank -1) 

Xception InceptionV3 Mobilenet 
Proposed 

Method 

Logic 

Regression 
92,26 92,29 97,14 98,24 

SVM 

(Linear) 
94,49 91,85 96,92 98,02 

SGD 

Classifier 
80,84 77,31 86,12 88,99 

Random 

Forest 
86,56 85,68 91,85 91,85 

K-Nearest 

Neighbors 
83,48 84,58 92,95 94,05 

Naïve 

Bayes 
86,12 84,12 89,87 92,07 

 

Table 2. Accuracy of Flower17 dataset (Rank-3) 

 

Algorithm 

Deep CNN Architectures (Rank -1) 

Xception InceptionV3 Mobilenet 
Proposed 

Method 

Logic 

Regression 
99,12 98,68 99,34 100,00 

SVM 

(Linear) 
98,90 98,46 99,56 100,00 

SGD 

Classifier 
84,36 82,82 88,33 89,87 

Random 

Forest 
96,48 96,48 96,70 97,58 

K-Nearest 

Neighbors 
95,15 95,15 98,02 99,12 

Naïve 

Bayes 
96,70 96,04 96,04 97,80 

                                                
3 http://scikit-learn.org/stable/ 
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Figure 7. Comparison of Rank-1 accuracy 

 

 
 

Figure 8. Comparison of Rank-3 accuracy 

 

Furthermore, our main task is building a framework to detect automatically the fundamental 
postures of EVTDs. Based on the framework presented in Figure 5, we had collected a dataset 

including six images folders of leg postures, three images folders of sitting postures and four 

images folders of standing postures to support for training and evaluating. The particular number 

of each posture showed in Table 3. After collecting the dataset, we also divided the dataset into 2 
distinct training (2/3) and test (1/3) sets, our model and framework gained the experimental 

results is fully expected. They achieved the high accuracy as follows: 98.88% of Leg postures, 

99.84% of Sitting Postures, 99.37% of Standing postures. Comparisons of rank-1 accuracy 
showed in Table 4 and Figure 9. In general, most of the classification results achieved the high 

accuracy all above 90%.  

 
After evaluating the model with the collected dataset, the implemented result about the 

propositional framework is demonstrated in the Figure 10. In each frame, we detected and 

extracted the essential postures based upon our proposal framework, this is one of the important 

foundation to provide automatically for the fundamental concepts into lightweight ontology-
based served in preserving and promoting the intangible cultural heritage of traditional dances in 
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Vietnam. Moreover, Logic Regression algorithm and Linear SVM algorithm give the highest and 
quite similar results as they reach over 98% for all postures (Table 4, Figure 9). 

 
Table 3. Datasets of the fundamental of EVTDs 

 

 

Postures (Pos) 

Total 
P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 

None 

Pos 

Leg 

Postures 
1260 685 1185 494 673 1407 5704 

Sitting 

Postures 
1252 798 None None None 2163 4213 

Standing 

Postures 
None 685 None 494 673 2084 3936 

 
Table 4. Comparisons of Rank-1 accuracy of algorithms 

 

Algorithm 
Postures (Pos) 

Leg Posture Sitting Posture Standing Posture 

Logic 

Regression 
98,84 99,84 99,37 

SVM 

(Linear) 
98,84 99,80 99,27 

SGD 

Classifier 
92,18 94,23 93,78 

Random 

Forest 
96,47 97,63 98,02 

K-Nearest 

Neighbors 
94,11 96,15 95,07 

Naïve 

Bayes 
96,30 97,06 97,34 

 
 

 
 

Figure 9. Comparisons of Rank-1 accuracy in EVTDs 
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Figure 10 illustrates the online identification of a performer's gestures. As can be seen, when the 
performer makes a move, our system will predict and display an illustration corresponding to the 

performed movement (in this case, the results are “Leg_Posture 3” message and “Leg Posture 

3” image). 

 

 
 

Figure 10. The experimental result of the propositional framework 

 

The result of this paper will be one of the preliminary of collected dataset and classification. In 
implemented process, we realized that this collected dataset is not able to represent and reflect 

most of the different angle in dance. There are some difficulties in classification including the 

differences between the postures and gestures of a professional dancer and an amateur person as 

well as the distinction from different directions to look. Therefore, it is necessary to collect a 
huge dataset in the future. We would also update the architectures into our framework to support 

for classification aiming to build the intelligent repository and a query-answering and reasoning 

tool4. Although our proposed system has good results in detecting and classifying dances which 
are performed by a single person (in dance courses or practice sessions), it is difficult to identify 

dances performed by many dancers in performances or festivals due to gestures may be obscured 

by other dancers or performance costumes. 

 

6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS 
 

With the aim of the preserving and promoting the intangible cultural heritage in general as well 

as developing an application to store the Vietnamese traditional dances in particular, we 
presented a methodology to identify automatically the significant concepts of EVTDs to serve in 

building an intelligent repository. Using the machine learning algorithms combined with the 

CNN architectures to classify dataset are discussed in this paper. On the basis of the 

propositional framework, we proposed a model aggregating consequently the CNN architectures 
to extract the features. After an experimented process is done, we gained the results which are 

absolutely expected. 

 
  

                                                
4 Our tool to detect EVTD's postures and to store into EVTD's ontology published in the Github at: 

https://github.com/truongthanhmastcc/VietnameseDance 
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The presented work in this paper is one of the important first steps on preservation and 
promotion of EVTDs based on the background of artificial intelligent. These initial steps would 

be the foundation for creating universal traditional dance repository aiming to support for 

advanced heterogeneous digital storage, indexing, classification, reasoning and searching dance 

videos. Based on the concepts extracted automatically, the next step will put all concepts into 
ontology-based. In the future, we will expand the collection of the dance dataset as well as 

improve the model through the novel architectures which will be more compatible in dance 

domain. We will also build a lightweight ontology-based for this expanded dataset. 
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